St Breward Carnival 2022 – Adult Easter Treasure Hunt
Entry Fee - £2 towards Carnival Funds
Name:
Address & Contact:
All answers can be found within the confines of the village & in public spaces and will not require you to
enter any Private Properties.
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Clue to Solve
We must not forget, we must always remember, but who was the fallen
Gunner in WW2 on the list of honour?
This old ‘Breakdown Service’ will point the way, but how many miles to the
capital?
Second on the right, through the side gate towards prayers, who is rested
below Thomas Brent.
You could take a tipple in this watering hole.
This will point the way but if Bodmin minus Camelford equals Blisland, what
is the mathematical sum?
This gateway to the world is outside its own Cottage, but what day is its only
day off.
The writing may be faded but its message is clear. Who is allowed in free and
who will charge later?
A place of learning, but what is its motto?
This old ‘Dairy Equipment’ is from another county but which one?
Silvery notes abound from here, but when were they founded?
Destroyed and rebuilt but what years did this happen?
Fast Fibre is here, but what is this route unsuitable for?
Musical Notes from this prickly place.
A smiley face next to the drive to this garage door, but who do you call and
what is the identification of this pole?
A tangled web guards this entrance to where?
The ‘beautiful game’ takes place here, but when did it celebrate 100 years?
Slow down for this place, but before marching on what is there a surplus of?
This footpath sign needs bolting back on, but what is between 431594 and
DP300?
Where is the ‘Lost Rake’ Opposite this 8.30 Saturday pick up.
You need to yield here at the bottom of this Lane, but how far?
Don’t get shocked, but this box is electric. How many volts will it give?
Speed restrictions in abundance but what do all the speed signs here add up
to (in both directions)?
This is a little eastern bloc car slightly miss-spelt.
Take a seat, but where are Stephany & Virginia at between 1974 & 2005?
A safe place for arms or legs, by order of NCDC, who can park here?
What is the Cornish name for this road next to the 12.00pm pick up.
A hub of the community but what is its signed name?
Alas no more calls from here, but how long would you get for 60p on a Local
or National Call.

Answer

Thank you for taking part
We hope you enjoyed you walk around the village and found all the answers, post your entry (with fee)
through the door of 1 The Row, St Breward. The winner will be the one with the most correct answer and
in the event of a tie the name will be drawn at random from those with the same score.
Contact details: Sharon Bourne tel 07967454562 or stbrewardcarnival@stbreward.net

NOTES:

